Empower every reader with Read Along in Google Classroom

Introducing Read Along in Google Classroom, an AI-powered tool that helps students improve their independent reading skills while igniting a love of reading.

Develop independent readers

Help educators guide students on their reading journeys with the right content and insights.

Inform reading instruction with insights

Track what matters most

View information about accuracy, speed, comprehension, and progress over time for individual students and the entire class. Use actionable insights to drive student growth.

Differentiate with ease

Personalize the student experience

Assign reading activities for individual students based on Lexile® measure, grade level, or phonics skills, with comprehension questions for many of the books.

Access a ready-to-go library

Choose from over 800 books, including decodable texts from publishers like Heggerty, leveled reads from ReadWorks, and more.

Ready to get started with Read Along in Classroom?

Contact your IT admin to enable Read Along with your Teaching and Learning Upgrade or Education Plus edition of Google Workspace.
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Inspire a love of reading in students
Transform the way students learn to read, spark a passion for learning and literacy, and help boost their academic success.

Provide instant help when students need it
Meet Diya, the AI-powered reading buddy
Diya helps students along their reading adventure, offering in-the-moment support with pronunciation and more.

Support English language learners
Provide students with additional support, starting in Spanish, for certain books to help them deepen their comprehension and keep reading.

Uplift every reader
Promote student agency
Encourage self-directed learning by allowing students to read at their own pace, reread challenging passages, and ask for help when they need it.

Empower students in a supportive environment
Students can practice reading aloud to build their fluency and confidence. To keep them motivated, students get rewarded with stars for their achievements.

Learn more about Read Along in Classroom